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latter half of this century - perhaps even the book to restore the serious
reading public's faith in the contemporary novel ... You should make time
for it. It will keep you company for the rest of your life' Daniel Johnson, The
Times
Vikram Seth's Suitable Boy-Angela Atkins 2002-06-26 The 'Continuum
Contemporaries' series is designed as a source of ideas and inspiration for
members of book clubs and literature students at school, college and
university. It aims to give readers informative introductions to 30 of the
most popular, acclaimed and influential novels of recent years.
Two Lives-Vikram Seth 2008 Vikram Seth'S Captivating Book Is The Story
Of A Century And Of A Love Affair Across A Racial Divide Shanti Behari
Seth Was Born On The Eighth Day Of The Eighth Month In The Eighth Year
Of The Twentieth Century; He Died Two Years Before Its Close. He Was
Brought Up In India In The Late Years Of The Raj, And Was Sent By His
Family In The 1930S To Berlin Though He Could Not Speak A Word Of
German To Study Medicine And Dentistry. It Was Here, Before He Migrated
To Britain, That Shanti'S Path First Crossed That Of His Future Wife. Henny
Gerda Caro Was Also Born In 1908, In Berlin, To A Jewish Family, Cultured,
Patriotic And Intensely German. When The Family Decided To Have Shanti
As A Lodger, Henny S First Reaction Was, 'Don'T Take The Black Man!' But
A Friendship Flowered, And When Henny Fled Hitler'S Germany For
England, Just One Month Before The War Broke Out, She Was Met At
Victoria Station By The Only Person She Knew In The Country: Shanti.

A Suitable Boy-Vikram Seth 1994
A Suitable Boy-Vikram Seth 2005-10-04 Vikram Seth's novel is, at its core, a
love story: Lata and her mother, Mrs. Rupa Mehra, are both trying to find -through love or through exacting maternal appraisal -- a suitable boy for
Lata to marry. Set in the early 1950s, in an India newly independent and
struggling through a time of crisis, A Suitable Boy takes us into the richly
imagined world of four large extended families and spins a compulsively
readable tale of their lives and loves. A sweeping panoramic portrait of a
complex, multiethnic society in flux, A Suitable Boy remains the story of
ordinary people caught up in a web of love and ambition, humor and
sadness, prejudice and reconciliation, the most delicate social etiquette and
the most appalling violence.
A Suitable Boy-Vikram Seth 1994-04-13 While a widowed mother agonizes
over her daughter's future, the newly independent India of the early 1950s
struggles through a time of great crisis when its varied cultures clash
A Suitable Boy-Vikram Seth 2013 Vikram Seth's novel is, at its core, a love
story: the tale of Lata - and her mother's - attempts to find her a suitable
husband, through love or through exacting maternal appraisal. At the same
time, it is the story of India, newly independent and struggling through a
time of crisis as a sixth of the world's population faces its first great general
election and the chance to map its own destiny. 'A SUITABLE BOY may
prove to be the most fecund as well as the most prodigious work of the
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Vikram Seth, Their Great-Nephew From India, Arrived In This Childless
Couple'S Life As A Teenage Student. Now He Has Woven Together The
Astonishing Story Of Shanti And Henny, And The Result Is An Extraordinary
Tapestry Of India, The Third Reich And The Second World War, Auschwitz
And The Holocaust, Israel And Palestine, Postwar Germany And 1970S
Britain. Two Lives Is Both A History Of A Violent Country Seen Through The
Eyes Of Two Survivors As Well As An Intimate Portrait Of Their Friendship,
Marriage And Abiding Yet Complex Love. Part Biography, Part Memoir, Part
Meditation On Our Times, This Is The True Tale Of Two Remarkable Lives A
Masterful Telling From One Of Our Greatest Living Writers. Click Here To
See Vikram Seth'S Microsite
Vikram Seth's A Suitable Boy-Murari Prasad 2005-01-01 This Collection Of
Essays By Diverse Hands Offers A Critical Appraisal Of The Disparate
Range Of Themes That Make Vikram Seth'S Panoramic Novel, A Suitable
Boy, Worth Its Weight And Heft. It Examines Seth'S Extensive Takes On The
Issues Of Inter-Faith Face-Off, Language Politics, Colonial Hang-Over In
Postcolonial India, Modernity And Gender Inequity, Caste Prejudices, And
Several Others In This Multi-Stranded Indian English Novel. The
Interrogation Of The Author'S Mode Of Narrating The Nation With A Variety
Of Calling Cards Is Consistently Matched With An Incisive Probe Into The
Complexity Of Characters And Events Located In The Socio-Cultural Milieu
Of The Early Postcolonial India Of Nineteen-Fifties. Besides, With Seth'S
Concise Literary Biography And A Comprehensive Bibliography For Those
Who Wish To Explore The Text Further, This Anthology Is A Resource Which
The Readers And Researchers Can'T Afford Not To Have.
Vikram Seth's a Suitable Boy-Shyam S. Agarwalla 1995 The Present Book Is
The First Full-Length Study Of `A Suitable Boy`; It Takes Into Account
Different Aspects Of The Novel And Offers A Comprehensive Analysis.
An Equal Music-Vikram Seth 2000 Years after separating, violinist Michael
Holme is reunited with his former lover, pianist Julia McNicholl, during a
musical tour of Vienna, unaware that she is hiding her increasing deafness,
and together they must confront their feelings for each other and the music
that both unites and divides them. Reprint. 40,000 first printing.
Riot at Misri Mandi-Vikram Seth 1995-12-22 An extraordinary account of
the political upheavals afflicting the newly independent India,taken from the
bestselling A SUITABLE BOY.
Beastly tale from here & there-Vikram Seth 2012
English, August-Upamanyu Chatterjee 2006 "First published by Faber and
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Faber Limited, 1988"--Title page verso.
The Golden Gate-Vikram Seth 1986 The Great California Novel Has Been
Written, In Verse (And Why Not?): The Golden Gate Gives Great Joy' Gore
Vidal 'A New Star In The Literary Firmament & It Outshines In Brilliance
Anything That I Have Seen In Half-A-Century Of Star-Spotting & Seth Has
The Stuff That Nobel Laureates Are Made Of' Khushwant Singh, Illustrated
Weekly Of India 'A Tour De Force Of Rhyme And Reasonableness. The
Golden Gate Doesn'T Only Compellingly Advocate Life'S Pleasures, It
Stylishly Contributes Another One To Them' Sunday Times , London 'Seth Is
The Most Astute And Sharp-Tongued Social Critic To Arrive On The Scene
Since Jonathan Swift' India Today 'A Thing Of Anomalous Beauty & Seth
Writes Poetry As It Has Not Been Written For A Century' Washington Post
Book World
All You who Sleep Tonight-Vikram Seth 1990
Two Lives-Vikram Seth 2006 TWO LIVES tells the remarkable story of
Seth's great uncle and aunt. His great uncle Shanti left India for medical
school in Berlin in the 1930s and lodged with a German Jewish family. In the
household was a daughter, Henny, who urged her mother 'not to take the
blackie'. But a friendship developed and each managed to leave Germany
and found their way to Britain as the Nazis rose to power. Shanti joined the
army and lost his right arm at the battle of Monte Cassino, while Henny
(whose family were to die in the camps) made a life for herself in her
adopted country. After the war they married and lived the emigre life in
north London where Shanti, despite the loss of his arm, became a muchloved dentist. During his own adolescence in England, Vikram Seth lived
with Shanti and Henny and came to know and love them deeply. His is the
third life in this story of TWO LIVES. This is also a book about history,
encompassing as it does many of the most significant themes and events in
the 20th century, whose currents are reflected in the lives of Shanti, Henny
and their family: from the Raj and the Indian freedom movement to the
Third Reich, the Holocaust and British postwar society.
Unsuitable Boy-Karan Johar 2018-01-09 Karan Johar is synonymous with
success, panache, quick wit, and outspokenness, which sometimes
inadvertently creates controversy and makes headlines. KJo, as he is
popularly called, has been a much-loved Bollywood film director, producer,
actor, and discoverer of new talent. With his flagship Dharma Production,
he has constantly challenged the norms, written and rewritten rules, and set
trends. But who is the man behind the icon that we all know? Baring all for
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the first time in his autobiography, An Unsuitable Boy, KJo reminisces about
his childhood, the influence of his Sindhi mother and Punjabi father,
obsession with Bollywood, foray into films, friendships with Aditya Chopra,
SRK and Kajol, his love life, the AIB Roast, and much more. In his trademark
frank style, he talks about the ever-changing face of Indian cinema,
challenges and learnings, as well as friendships and rivalries in the industry.
Honest, heart-warming and insightful, An Unsuitable Boy is both the story
of the life of an exceptional film-maker at the peak of his powers and of an
equally extraordinary human being who shows you how to survive and
succeed in life.
On Balance-Leila Seth 2008 A Delightful Read The Hindu The First Woman
Chief Justice Of A High Court In India, The First Woman Judge Of The Delhi
High Court, The First Woman To Top The Bar Examinations In London:
Leila Seth Has Led A Full Life. In This Autobiography, Leila Talks About Its
Joyous As Well As Its Difficult Moments. Figuring Prominently Are Her Early
Years Of Homelessness And Struggle, Her Straying Into Law While In
England With Her Husband Premo, And Later Practising In Patna, Calcutta
And Delhi; And Her Happy Marriage Of Over Fifty Years, Including The
Experience Of Bringing Up Three Remarkable Children: Writer Vikram, Zen
Buddhist Dharmacharya Shantum And Film-Maker Aradhana. Intertwining
Family Life With Professional, Leila Movingly Describes The Years After Her
Father S Premature Death When As Children They Were Obliged To Live
With Friends. There Are Also Delightful Vignettes: Premo And Her Turning
An Old Mansion Into A Splendid Home In Patna, Vikram S Writing Of The
Novel A Suitable Boy, Shantum S Ordination As A Buddhist Teacher By
Thich Nhat Hanh And Aradhana S Marriage To Peter, An Austrian Diplomat,
And Work As Art Director On Films Like Earth And Water. Intimate,
Intricate, Charming And Often Amusing, On Balance Presents A Rich And
Heart-Warming Portrait Of An Exceptional Woman, Her Family And Her
Times.
More Than This-Patrick Ness 2013-09-10 From two-time Carnegie Medal
winner Patrick Ness comes an enthralling and provocative new novel
chronicling the life — or perhaps afterlife — of a teen trapped in a
crumbling, abandoned world. A boy named Seth drowns, desperate and
alone in his final moments, losing his life as the pounding sea claims him.
But then he wakes. He is naked, thirsty, starving. But alive. How is that
possible? He remembers dying, his bones breaking, his skull dashed upon
the rocks. So how is he here? And where is this place? It looks like the
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suburban English town where he lived as a child, before an unthinkable
tragedy happened and his family moved to America. But the neighborhood
around his old house is overgrown, covered in dust, and completely
abandoned. What’s going on? And why is it that whenever he closes his
eyes, he falls prey to vivid, agonizing memories that seem more real than
the world around him? Seth begins a search for answers, hoping that he
might not be alone, that this might not be the hell he fears it to be, that
there might be more than just this. . . .
About a Boy-Nick Hornby 2005-05-05 THE MILLION COPY NO. 1
BESTSELLER 'A very entertaining and endearing read' The Times
___________________ 'How cool was Will Freeman?' Too cool! At thirty-six, he's
as hip as a teenager. He's single, child-free, goes to the right clubs and
knows which trainers to wear. He's also found a great way to score with
women: attend single parents' groups full of available (and grateful)
mothers, all hoping to meet a Nice Guy. Which is how Will meets Marcus,
the oldest twelve-year-old on the planet. Marcus is a bit strange: he listens
to Joni Mitchell and Mozart, looks after his mum and has never owned a pair
of trainers. But Marcus latches on to Will - and won't let go. Can Will teach
Marcus how to grow up cool? And can Marcus help Will just to grow up?
This astonishing novel, now a modern classic, was adapted for the
acclaimed film About A Boy, starring Hugh Grant and Nicholas Hoult. 'A
stunner of a novel. Utterly read-in-one-day, forget-where-you-are-on-thetube-gripping' Marie Claire 'About the awful, hilarious, embarrassing places
where children and adults meet, and Hornby has captured it with delightful
precision' Irish Times 'It takes a writer with real talent to make this work,
and Hornby has it - in buckets' Literary Review
Mappings-Vikram Seth 2005 In This New Edition Of Mappings , Vikram
Seth'S First Book Of Poems And One That Has Long Been Out Of Print, The
Reader Is Introduced To Work Written In The Author'S Twenties, When He
Was A Student In England And Later, California. More Immediate If Less
Polished Than His Later Work, These Poems Enchant And Impress With
Their Classical Learning, Wit, Perceptiveness And Lyricism All Facets Of
Vikram Seth'S Now Celebrated Poetic Achievement.
From Heaven Lake-Vikram Seth 1984
Genres of Modernity-Dirk Wiemann 2008-01-01 Genres of Modernity maps
the conjunctures of critical theory and literary production in contemporary
India. The volume situates a sample of representative novels in the
discursive environment of the ongoing critical debate on modernity in India,
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and offers for the first time a rigorous attempt to hold together the
stimulating impulses of postcolonial theory, subaltern studies and the boom
of Indian fiction in English. In opposition to the entrenched narrative of
modernity as a single, universally valid formation originating in the West,
the theoretical and literary texts under discussion engage in a shared
project of refiguring the present as a site of heterogeneous genres of
modernity. The book traces these figurative efforts with particular attention
to the treatment of two privileged metonymies of modernity: the issues of
time and home in Indian fiction. Combining close readings of literary texts
from Salman Rushdie to Kiran Nagarkar with a wide range of philosophical,
sociological and historiographic reflections, Genres of Modernity is of
interest not only for students of postcolonial literatures but for academics in
the fields of Cultural Studies at large.
The Humble Administrator's Garden-Vikram Seth 1985 The first collection
of poems by the worldwide bestselling author of 'A Suitable Boy' and 'The
Golden Gate'.
The Nation of India in Contemporary Indian Literature-A. Guttman
2007-10-15 This book investigates representations of the nation of India as
characterized by unity and diversity in the works of six contemporary
novelists, linking their work to important political, historical and theoretical
writings.
Siddhartha-Herman Hesse 2015-10-06 Siddhartha is a 1922 novel by
Hermann Hesse that deals with the spiritual journey of self-discovery of a
man named Siddhartha during the time of the Gautama Buddha. The book,
Hesse's ninth novel, was written in German, in a simple, lyrical style. It was
published in the U.S. in 1951 and became influential during the 1960s.
Hesse dedicated the first part of it to Romain Rolland and the second to
Wilhelm Gundert, his cousin. The word Siddhartha is made up of two words
in the Sanskrit language, siddha (achieved) + artha (what was searched
for), which together means "he who has found meaning (of existence)" or
"he who has attained his goals". In fact, the Buddha's own name, before his
renunciation, was Siddhartha Gautama, Prince of Kapilvastu. In this book,
the Buddha is referred to as "Gotama".
Golden Earrings-Belinda Alexandra 2013-01-31 A powerful saga of family
love, honour and betrayal, set in Barcelona in the lead-up to the Civil War
and Paris in the 1970s Let me tell you a story…The granddaughter of
Spanish refugees, who fled Barcelona after the Civil War, Paloma Batton is
an attentive student of the Paris Opera Ballet, that is, until she is visited by
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a ghost … Leaving her a mysterious gift - a pair of golden earrings - the
ghost disappears, setting Paloma off on a quest. Paloma's exploration of her
Spanish heritage, leads to a connection between the visitor and 'la Rusa', a
woman who died in Paris in 1952, known for her rapid rise from poverty to
flamenco star. Although her death was ruled a suicide, Paloma soon
discovers that many people had reasons for wanting la Rusa dead…
including Paloma's own grandmother. Golden Earringstravels between
Barcelona: before the Civil War, and Paris in the 1970s. It is a story of
passion and betrayal, and the extremes two women will go to for love.
Nothing is ever quite as it seems… Praise for Belinda Alexandra: 'A
wonderful story that had me reading until the early hours of the morning'
Good Reading
Perspectives on Indian English Fiction-Jaydipsinh Dodiya 2006 Contributed
articles on 20th century English fiction.
Writers & Company-Eleanor Wachtel 1993
The Order of Things-Michel Foucault 2005-08-18 When one defines "order"
as a sorting of priorities, it becomes beautifully clear as to what Foucault is
doing here. With virtuoso showmanship, he weaves an intensely complex
history of thought. He dips into literature, art, economics and even biology
in The Order of Things, possibly one of the most significant, yet most
overlooked, works of the twentieth century. Eclipsed by his later work on
power and discourse, nonetheless it was The Order of Things that
established Foucault's reputation as an intellectual giant. Pirouetting
around the outer edge of language, Foucault unsettles the surface of
literary writing. In describing the limitations of our usual taxonomies, he
opens the door onto a whole new system of thought, one ripe with what he
calls "exotic charm". Intellectual pyrotechnics from the master of critical
thinking, this book is crucial reading for those who wish to gain insight into
that odd beast called Postmodernism, and a must for any fan of Foucault.
Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator-Roald Dahl 2007-08-16 From the
bestselling author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The BFG! Last
seen flying through the sky in a giant elevator in Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory, Charlie Bucket's back for another adventure. When the giant
elevator picks up speed, Charlie, Willy Wonka, and the gang are sent
hurtling through space and time. Visiting the world’' first space hotel,
battling the dreaded Vermicious Knids, and saving the world are only a few
stops along this remarkable, intergalactic joyride.
A Room Called Earth-Madeleine Ryan 2020-08-18 The debut novel from an
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autistic writer, an extraordinary story of a fiercely original young woman
whose radical self-acceptance illuminates a new way of being in the world,
and opens up a whole new realm of understanding and connection As a full
moon rises over Melbourne, Australia, a young autistic woman gets ready
for a party. What appears to be the start of an ordinary night out, though, is,
through the prism of her mind, extraordinary. As the events of the night
unfold, she moves from person to person, weaving a web around the
magical, the mundane, and the tragic. She's charming and witty, with a
touch of irreverence; people can't help but find her magnetic. However,
each encounter she has, whether with her ex-boyfriend or a woman who
wants to compliment her outfit, reveals the vast discrepancies between
what she is thinking, and feeling, and what she is able to say. And there's so
much she'd like to say. When she meets a man in line for the bathroom, and
the possibility of intimacy and genuine connection occurs, it's nothing short
of a miracle. It isn't until she invites him home, though, and into her
remarkable world that we come to appreciate the humanity beneath the
labels we cling to, to grasp, through her singular perspective, the visceral
joy of what it means to be alive. From the inimitable mind of Madeleine
Ryan, an outspoken advocate for neurodiversity, A Room Called Earth is a
magical and miraculous adventure inside the mind of an autistic woman.
Humorous and heartwarming, and brimming with joy, this hyper-saturated
celebration of acceptance is a testament to moving through life without
fear, and to opening ourselves up to a new way of relating to one another.
English Heart, Hindi Heartland-Rashmi Sadana 2012-02-02 English Heart,
Hindi Heartland examines Delhi’s postcolonial literary world—its
institutions, prizes, publishers, writers, and translators, and the cultural
geographies of key neighborhoods—in light of colonial histories and the
globalization of English. Rashmi Sadana places internationally recognized
authors such as Salman Rushdie, Anita Desai, Vikram Seth, and Aravind
Adiga in the context of debates within India about the politics of language
and alongside other writers, including K. Satchidanandan, Shashi
Deshpande, and Geetanjali Shree. Sadana undertakes an ethnographic
study of literary culture that probes the connections between place,
language, and text in order to show what language comes to stand for in
people’s lives. In so doing, she unmasks a social discourse rife with
questions of authenticity and cultural politics of inclusion and exclusion.
English Heart, Hindi Heartland illustrates how the notion of what is
considered to be culturally and linguistically authentic not only obscures
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larger questions relating to caste, religious, and gender identities, but that
the authenticity discourse itself is continually in flux. In order to mediate
and extract cultural capital from India’s complex linguistic hierarchies,
literary practitioners strategically deploy a fluid set of cultural and political
distinctions that Sadana calls "literary nationality." Sadana argues that
English, and the way it is positioned among the other Indian languages,
does not represent a fixed pole, but rather serves to change political and
literary alliances among classes and castes, often in surprising ways.
Infinite Jest-David Foster Wallace 2009-04-13 A gargantuan, mind-altering
comedy about the Pursuit of Happiness in America set in an addicts' halfway
house and a tennis academy, and featuring the most endearingly screwedup family to come along in recent fiction, Infinite Jest explores essential
questions about what entertainment is and why it has come to so dominate
our lives; about how our desire for entertainment affects our need to
connect with other people; and about what the pleasures we choose say
about who we are. Equal parts philosophical quest and screwball comedy,
Infinite Jest bends every rule of fiction without sacrificing for a moment its
own entertainment value. It is an exuberant, uniquely American exploration
of the passions that make us human - and one of those rare books that
renew the idea of what a novel can do.
The BFG (Colour Edition)-Roald Dahl 2016-09-13 'Human beans is not really
believing in giants, is they? Human beans is not thinking we exist.' On a
dark, silvery moonlit night, Sophie is snatched from her bed by a giant.
Luckily it is the Big Friendly Giant, the BFG, who only eats snozzcumbers
and glugs frobscottle. But there are other giants in Giant Country. Fifty foot
brutes who gallop far and wide every night to find human beans to eat. Can
Sophie and her friend the BFG stop them?
A Civil Contract-Georgette Heyer 2011-11-01 "A five-star job of sheerly
delightful romance writing."- Chicago Sunday Tribune Can the wrong bride
become the perfect wife? Adam Deveril, the new Viscount Lynton, is madly
in love with the beautiful Julia Oversley. But he has returned from the
Peninsular War to find his family on the brink of ruin and his ancestral home
mortgaged to the hilt. He has little choice when he is introduced to Mr.
Jonathan Chawleigh, a City man of apparently unlimited wealth and no
social ambitions for himself-but with his eyes firmly fixed on a suitable
match for his only daughter, the quiet and decidedly plain Jenny Chawleigh.
What Readers Say: "Heyer always writes brilliantly and is capable of
conveying the deepest emotions in the briefest of phrases and subtlest
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dialogue." "One of Heyer's most skillfully written novels." "Has all of Heyer's
usual wit, vivid characters, and attention to detail." "One of my very
favourite Heyers - and one of her most profound. Wise and heartwarming."
"Thoughtful and thought-provoking ... reveals depths to Heyer's writing."
"Truly a gem." Georgette Heyer wrote over fifty novels, including Regency
romances, mysteries, and historical fiction. She was known as the Queen of
Regency romance, and was legendary for her research, historical accuracy,
and her extraordinary plots and characterizations.
A Critical Analysis of Vikram Seth's Poetry and Fiction-Seemita Mohanty
2007 The Book, Through Critical Analysis And Assessment, Tries To
Establish Seth As A Powerful And Serious Writer, Who Deserves To Be
Taken Seriously, Both By The General Reader And The Discerning Scholar
And Researcher. The Analyses Concentrate On His Individual Books And
Attempt To Trace The Continuity Of Seth S Thought-Process, Motivation
And Attitudes, As Well As The Dimensions Of His Structural Control Over
The Medium. It Is A Comprehensive Account Of Seth S Poetry And Fiction
Contained Within A Singular Volume. An Attempt Has Also Been Made To
Briefly Place Seth As An Indian Writer Of English, In The Context Of The
Development Of Indian English Literature, Particularly In The PostIndependence Period.On The Whole, Seth In His Poetry And Fiction, Puts
Continuous Emphasis On Love And Relationship, And Explores Their Many
Dimensions In A Shifting, Changing And Corroding Background. At The
Same Time He Incorporates Together The Complementary Segments Of Life
As Available In The Modern World Into A Meaningful Form. His Creative
Insight And Creative Achievement Could Be Considered As One Of The
Finest In The Post-1980 Indian English Literature. This Book Reflects All
These And Much More. It Is Hoped That Students And Teachers Of Indian
English Literature Will Find This Book An Extremely Useful Reference
Source While The General Readers Who Are Interested In Literature In
English Will Find It Intellectually Stimulating.
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Stylistics of Indian English Fiction-Vijay Singh Thakur 2008
The Story of Maha-Sumayya Lee 2007 Exploring the boundaries of Muslim
life in a claustrophobic suburb in South Africa, this novel follows a strongwilled young woman who matures under the watchful eyes of her loving but
staid Indian grandparents. Told with humor and zest, Maha, a passionate,
vulnerable, and sometimes outrageous youth clashes with the conventions
of her community while struggling to take charge of her life and find a
husband who will respect her independence.
Vikram Seth-Prerana Sinha 2007 On the works of Vikram Seth, b. 1952,
Indo-English litterateur.
The Runaway Family-Diney Costeloe 2015-07-29 THE RUNAWAY FAMILY
was previously published as EVIL ON THE WIND. From bestselling author
Diney Costeloe, a gritty drama about a mother's struggle to protect her
family and escape Nazi persecution in World War Two Germany. Germany
1937: Fear and betrayal stalk the streets. People disappear. Persecution of
the Jews has become a national pastime. When Ruth Friedman's husband is
arrested by the SS, she is left to fend for herself and her four children. She
alone stands as their shield against the Nazis. But where can she go? Where
will her family be safe? Ruth must overcome the indifference, hatred and
cruelty that surrounds her as she and her family race to escape the
advancing Nazi army's final solution. What readers are saying about THE
RUNAWAY FAMILY: 'A powerful and moving account of the dark era of
Germany's history ... A story which needed to be told and should be read by
people of all ages' 'I personally loved this book ... A harrowing insight into
the lives of a young Jewish family at the beginning of Hitler's reign of terror
... A sound reminder of man's inhumanity to man!' 'My university studies
had to go on hold for a while because I couldn't put it down!' 'Another great
story by Diney Costeloe'
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